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Smart card data provide valuable insights andmassive samples for enhancing the understanding of transfer behavior betweenmetro
and public bicycle. However, smart cards formetro and public bicycle are often issued andmanaged by independent companies and
this results in the same commuter having different identity tags in the metro and public bicycle smart card systems. The primary
objective of this study is to develop a data fusion methodology for matching metro and public bicycle smart cards for the same
commuter using historical smart card data. A novel method with association rules to match the data derived from the two systems
is proposed and validation was performed. The results showed that our proposed method successfully matched 573 pairs of smart
cards with an accuracy of 100%. We also validated the association rules method through visualization of individual metro and
public bicycle trips. Based on the matched cards, interesting findings of metro-bicycle transfer have been derived, including the
spatial pattern of the public bicycle as first/last mile solution as well as the duration of a metro trip chain.

1. Introduction

Public bicycle usage for metro access provides new opportu-
nities for sustainable transportation, helping to address the
“first-mile” and “last-mile” problems [1]. To understand the
effect of integrating public bike and metro systems, trans-
portation planners and researchers have been striving to eval-
uate the transfer efficiency and behavior through personal
travel profiling [2], social-demographic information [1, 3],
or public bicycle historical trips [4]. Previous attempts to
understand metro and public bicycle transfer are limited,
partly due to the difficulty in data collection. Conventional
household travel surveys or diaries are time-consuming and
laborious to carry out while convenient access to large travel
datasets and integration across different data platforms are yet
to be found.

In China, both metro and public bicycle transactions
are made via Automatic Fare Collection (AFC) system, also

known as smart card (SC). SC data, with a massive sample
size, can provide valuable insights into the understanding
of metro-public bicycle transfer behavior [5, 6]. Compared
with conventional surveys, SC data collection, being a by-
product of revenue collection, is a convenient method for
retrieving travel patterns of commuters. Therefore, a great
deal of research studies have emerged in terms of SC data
mining [6–12].

However, the smart cards for metro and public bicycle
systems are issued and managed by independent companies
and in most cases, commuters need to hold two different
smart cards to complete a public bicycle-metro trip chain.
As such, the metro SC dataset and public bicycle SC dataset
are saved independently without a common and unique
identifier (ID) for a single commuter. This makes it difficult
for researchers and transit agencies to leverage big SC data
to investigate metro-bike transfer behavior effectively and
efficiently, unless there exists a method to match the unique
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card IDs within each system. It is not possible to directly
and accurately match the smart cards from different datasets,
as accessing personal information may offend the privacy.
Nevertheless, the detailed individual travel pattern hidden in
the SC data makes it possible to match card IDs of the same
commuter.

Therefore, the primary objective of this study is to
develop a data fusion methodology for matching metro
and public bicycle smart cards of commuter identity in
an integrated metro-public bicycle network. To achieve the
aim, this study provides a novel approach using association
rules (AR), a concept in the machine learning domain. The
smart card data from Nanjing metro and public bicycle in
China is used to demonstrate and validate our developed
method. The remainder of the paper is structured as fol-
lows. In the literature review section, previous studies on
smart card data for trip chain, multisource data fusion, and
association rules are reviewed. The methodology and data
source section formulates the association rules to match
smart card travel and identifier data and presents the data
source preprocessing procedures and validation approach.
The results and validation section applies the proposed
data fusion method to empirical analysis, calibrates the
key parameters, and validates the proposed method. The
section also presents possible application after matching
metro and public bicycle card IDs. The conclusions and
recommendations section concludes the paper and gives the
research limitations as well as recommendations for future
study.

2. Literature Review

Transit smart card data records transit riders’ detailed trip
log, which can be used to analyze the transit riders’ trip chain.
A huge body of literature has grown with regard to SC data
analysis [7, 11, 14–17]. Means of mining SC data are various,
e.g., data fusion and machine learning. Three streams of
research are relevant to this study: (1) smart card data for
trip chain; (2)multisource data fusion; (3) association rules.

2.1. Smart Card Data for Trip Chain. Past research studies
in the literature have analyzed historical SC data to estimate
transit origin location [18], destination location [6, 19], and
total daily or monthly transit trip chain pattern [8, 10].
Furthermore, long-term year-to-year changes in transit users’
trip habits could also be tracked and analyzed [12]. As for
public bicycle, the research just started in recent years [20].
Notably,most of the research used bicycle trip data [21] rather
than true SC data, since the trip data is easier to obtain. Trip
data is usually open to the public in cities of United States or
Europe, where the bicycle rental is accomplished via credit
card or cell phone app. In general, compared with SC data,
bicycle trip data lacks card ID and thus cannot be used to
model users’ travel behavior. By far, public bicycle SC data has
been used to investigate public bicycle users’ travel patterns
[22] as well as bicycle trip chains formen and women [14, 23].
Public bicycle SC data could also help to classify different
types of behaviors and compare the trip disparity [24].

2.2. Multisource Data Fusion. SC data provides much
detailed information about each trip, but not the information
about trip purpose, user assessment, and ultimate destina-
tion. When integrated with other data sources, SC data can
play a greater role in mining transit riders’ behavior and
validating previous research approaches. By integrating both
SC and Global Positioning System (GPS) data, Munizaga
and Palma [9] estimated the OD of multimodal transit
systems and validated the results against metro OD surveys
in Santiago, Chile [16]. Ma andWang [25] built a data-driven
platform by integrating SC and GPS data to monitor transit
performance in Beijing. Researchers can also examine the
spatial-temporal dynamics of bus passengers and estimate
the trip purposes when matching SC data, respectively, with
General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) data [15] and
person trip survey data [17]. Yet, very little research attempted
to integrate metro SC data with public bicycle SC data for
investigating metro-bicycle transfer.

2.3. Association Rules. AR was first introduced by Agrawal
et al. [26], and they applied this model to the supermarket
transaction data to find out what items people would buy
together. They also proposed algorithms for finding the
AR. Shortly after that, the method was applied to other
fields as a popular machine learning technique, including
transportation. AR was firstly used in the transportation
area by Keuleers et al. [27] to learn the travel patterns of
multiday activity diaries. Soon after that, Keuleers et al. [28]
tried to recognize temporal effects that may exist in the same
data. AR showed high efficiency and convenience in rules
mining. Later, Kusumastuti et al. [29] explored individuals’
thoughts about leisure-shopping travel decisions by means of
AR. Diana [30] used AR analysis to explore travel patterns of
differentmodes based on 2009USNationalHouseholdTravel
Survey and found the substitution effect between private
modes and public transit. In particular, Chu and Chapleau
[31] used AR to mine behavior rules of SC users and found
some potential regularities with a high level of confidence.

Among all the relevant studies presented in this section,
there still remains lack of a data fusion methodology to
match smart cards from different sources. As AR is capable of
identifying potential relationships between items, this paper
attempts to develop AR-based algorithm to match metro and
public bicycle SCdata of the samepersonwithin an integrated
bus-public bicycle network. We convert metro SC data and
public bicycle SC data into transaction datasets and follow the
method of Agrawal et al. [26] to match the card IDs. In our
paper, we also propose an approach to validate the developed
method.

3. Methodology and Data Source

3.1. Association Rules. Let 𝐼 = {𝑖1, 𝑖2, . . . , 𝑖𝑘} be a set of items.
A transaction 𝑑𝑖 is defined as a group of items, namely, a
subset of 𝐼. 𝐷 = {𝑑1, 𝑑2, . . . , 𝑑𝑛} is a set of all transactions
called the transaction database. Each transaction 𝑑𝑖 in 𝐷 has
a unique transaction number. An association rule is used to
describe potential relations of several items in the transaction
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(1) 𝐿1 = {large 1 − itemsets};
(2) for (𝑘 = 2; 𝐿

𝑘−1
̸= 𝜙; 𝑘 + +) do begin

(3) 𝐶𝑘 = apriori-gen(𝐿𝑘−1); //New candidates
(4) for all transactions 𝑡 ∈ 𝐷 do begin
(5) 𝐶𝑡 = subset(𝐶𝑘, 𝑡); //Candidates contained in 𝑡
(6) for all candidates 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶𝑡 do
(7) 𝑐.𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 + +;
(8) end
(9) 𝐿

𝑘 = {𝑐 ∈ 𝐶𝑘|𝑐.𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ≥ min support}
(10) end
(11) All frequent sets =⋃

𝑘
𝐿𝑘

Algorithm 1: Apriori algorithm [13].

database 𝐷 and is expressed as X=>Y, where 𝑋, 𝑌 ⊆ 𝐼 and
𝑋 ∩ 𝑌 = 0. X is called antecedent or left-hand side (LHS),
and 𝑌 is called consequent or right-hand side (RHS). For
example, in supermarket sales data mining, the rule {butter,
bread}=>{milk} means if a customer buys both “butter” and
“bread”, he is also likely to buy “milk”. In this research, we
set all metro card IDs and public bicycle card IDs as items
𝐼. An association rule would indicate that there is potential
association between card IDs in LHS and RHS. To better
match two smart cards by AR, we should try our best to
cluster two cards of the same person into one transaction 𝑑𝑖.

In association rules, there are three key parameters:
support, confidence, and lift. The corresponding definitions
are listed below. The support value of 𝑋, represented as
supp (𝑋), means the probability that the item-set 𝑋 appears
in the database 𝐷, defined as the proportion of transactions
that includes the item-set 𝑋 in 𝐷, as in (1). Accordingly,
supp(X⇒Y) can be expressed by (2).The generalized expres-
sion𝑋 ∪ 𝑌 in association rules means the union of the items
in𝑋 and 𝑌 rather than either𝑋 or 𝑌:

supp (𝑋) = 𝑃 (𝑋) = num (𝑋)
num (𝐷)

, (1)

supp (𝑋 ⇒ 𝑌) = 𝑃 (𝑋 ∪ 𝑌) = num (𝑋 ∪ 𝑌)
num (𝐷)

. (2)

The confidence value of a rule, expressed as conf(X=>Y),
indicates the proportion of the transactions containing both
𝑋 and 𝑌 in those that contain𝑋:

conf (𝑋 ⇒ 𝑌) = 𝑃 (𝑌 | 𝑋) =
supp (𝑋 ∪ 𝑌)
supp (𝑋)

. (3)

The lift value is used to describe the effectiveness of the
association rule, as defined in (4). A lift of 1.0 implies that
the occurrence of 𝑋 has nothing to do with that of 𝑌. That
is to say, no association rule can be found between 𝑋 and 𝑌
when the lift = 1.0. When the lift is more than 1.0, X=>Y is
an effective association rule and greater value of lift indicates
stronger association rule:

lif t (𝑋 ⇒ 𝑌) = 𝑃 (𝑌 | 𝑋)
𝑃 (𝑌)

=
supp (𝑋 ∪ 𝑌)

supp (𝑋) × supp (𝑌)
. (4)

The Minimum Support (MS) value and the Minimum
Confidence (MC) value are set as a constraint on measure of
significance to ensure that the rules under consideration are
sufficiently significant.MS is used to search themost frequent
item-sets and MC is used to form rules based on these
frequent item-sets. The former process is computationally
intensive. To accomplish the former process, the commonly
used Apriori algorithm is applied, as shown in Algorithm 1.
As the Apriori algorithm can be found in previous research
[13, 27, 28], we do not expatiate in this study.

3.2. Data Source and Preprocessing. Two major datasets were
used in this study: metro SC data and public bicycle SC data,
as shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b).The datasets were recorded
fromNovember 1, 2015, to November 24, 2015, obtained from
Nanjing Smart Card Company and Public Bicycle Company,
respectively. The metro SC data contains the card ID, depar-
ture station, tap-in time, arrival station, and tap-out time.The
original public bicycle data contains card ID, rent station, rent
time, return station, and return time. Based on the location
of the bicycle rent/return station, we added its nearby metro
station in the 300m buffer to the data frame. A buffer of
300m radius was used as the walkable distance for public
bicycle trips [32], because the planning standard promulgated
by Nanjing government has suggested the walkable distance
for community public facility is 300m (5-min walk) [33].

The 24-day metro SC data contains over 34 million rows
of trips and the 24-day public bicycle SC data includes nearly
1.2 million rows of trips. To mine AR between two databases,
we need to merge and convert the SC data into transaction
data. As mentioned above, we need to cluster two cards of
the same person into one transaction to the greatest extent
possible.Themost likely transaction is metro-bicycle transfer
or bicycle-metro transfer.

Firstly, we divide metro SC data and public bicycle SC
data into subsets of regular time slot (TS) based on tap-in time
and return time, respectively. Then, we merged the metro SC
subset and the public bicycle SC subset with the same time
slot and metro station (departure station and return nearby
metro station, respectively) as one transaction. For bicycle-
metro transfer, two cards of the same person may probably
appear in the same transaction. Similarly, we created the
metro-bicycle transfer transactions by cutting and merging
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Card ID Departure station Tap-in time Arrival station Tap-out time

0804322DA2612F8000 56 05:56:47 48 06:36:53
08040A344AC5208000 56 05:58:34 16 06:45:46
080415307AB5238000 56 06:01:16 25 06:37:33
0804321D4294248000 50 05:21:56 56 06:14:58
0804373F4954258000 58

+

06:12:50 56 06:25:07
… … … … …

Card
ID

Rent
station

Rent Nearby
Metro station

Rent 
time

Return
station

Return Nearby 
Metro station

Return
time

8879 12027 / 05:47:47 12133 56 05:52:54
18702 12051 / 05:48:49 12018 56 05:58:22
56068 12039 / 05:39:00 12133 56 06:01:23
28871 12028 56 06:27:59 12029 / 06:43:56
98457 12031 56 06:28:27 12020 / 07:41:42

… … … … … … …

Transaction

(a) Metro SC Data Samples on Nov 1, 2015 

(b) Expanded Public Bicycle SC Data Samples on Nov 1, 2015 

Transaction

(c) Transaction Database

...

»

Figure 1: Smart card data and transaction dataset generation.

the datasets based on tap-out time, rent time, arrival station,
and rent nearby metro station. All the transactions added up
to create the transaction database𝐷, as shown in Figure 1(c).
In order to reduce the computational burden, we removed
transactions with only metro card IDs or only public bicycle
card IDs, because such transactions only contribute to finding
internal relationship among metro cards or among public
bicycle cards.

3.3. Validation Approach. Unfortunately, we cannot directly
know whether two cards belong to the same person, because
the only way to identify one person between different
databases is to obtain nonanonymous personal information,
whichmay violate individual privacy. Instead, we put forward
a surrogated approach to validate the results: using the data in
the first 20 days (train data) to train the association rules and
the data in the last 4 days (test data) to validate the results.
We assume the matched two card IDs do belong to the same
person if they meet all the following three conditions.
(1) A transfer behavior of the two card IDs is also

observed in the test data. A transfer behavior is defined as
renting a public bicycle within 10 minutes after exiting the
metro station or entering the metro station within 10minutes
after returning a public bicycle. We use 10 minutes as the
maximum value of metro-bicycle (or bicycle-metro) transfer
time. As mentioned above, the walkable distance between
metro stations and public bicycle stations is 300m, which
is also equivalent to 5-min walk for an average person [33].
We set the maximum value of the transfer time as twice of 5
minutes.
(2) No time-overlap was observed between the matched

two card IDs in 24-day datasets. In other words, one cannot

take the metro while renting the public bike or rent a public
bike during the metro ride.
(3)Onemetro SC IDonlymatcheswith one public bicycle

SC ID.We assume each person usually owns onemetro SC or
public bicycle SC. Therefore, it makes sense only if one item
(card ID) associated with only one other item.

Meeting all above three conditions by chance is quite a
small probability event. Because there are over 1.8 million
unique card IDs in themetro SC database and over 0.1million
unique card IDs in the public bicycle SC database. Based on
our data, we randomly choose one card ID from themetro SC
database and one card ID from the public bicycle SC database
to check if they can meet the three conditions at the same
time. We repeated 10,000 times of the selections; there are
only 16 pairs of card IDsmeeting all the validation conditions.
Hence, the probability of meeting all above three conditions
by chance is 0.16%.

4. Results and Validation

After cutting the SC datasets into thousands of transactions
by the proposedmethod and learning the data with AR, asso-
ciations between SC IDs are retrieved.The Apriori algorithm
is used to identify the most frequent item-sets (metro SC
and public bicycle SC). The associated rules learning in this
research was performed using R 3.4.0. Given the three model
parameters and the database of Nanjing (totally 1,149,335
items and 38,014 transactions), the average calculation time
of associated rules is 18 seconds with the help of Apriori
algorithm on a PC with Intel i7-6700 3.4GHz and 16GB
DDR4 RAM.

To capture the meaningful results, we only selected rules
with one metro SC ID as LHS and one public bicycle SC
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Table 1: Extracted association rules.

No. Association rules (LHS⇒ RHS) Support Confidence Lift
1 {0804322DA2612F8000} ⇒ {00008879} 5.78 × 10−4 0.79 853.37
2 {08046A39EA02218000} ⇒ {00008429} 7.36 × 10−4 0.97 1223.44
3 {0804142E2ABA268000} ⇒ {00196771} 5.52 × 10−4 0.72 1019.53
4 {080E4711130A4D3C00} ⇒ {00168715} 5.52 × 10−4 0.70 917.58
5 {0804293EE2382C8000} ⇒ {00151192} 7.36 × 10−4 0.93 1182.66
6 {08042E156A85368000} ⇒ {00163152} 8.15 × 10−4 0.91 936.75
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ID as RHS. Because many-to-one rules, metro-metro rules,
and bicycle-bicycle rules are all invalid, metro-metro rules
probably mean that two or more cardholders often take the
metro together. It is also true for bicycle-bicycle rules. These
rules are not concerned in this research and thus removed
from the association rules list.The extracted association rules
are shown in Table 1. The metro card ID is represented as a
string of 18 hex digits, while the public bicycle card ID is a
string of 8 decimal digits. One AR indicates one metro SC
ID matched with one public bicycle SC ID. All the extracted
rules have a very high “lift” value, indicating the associations
between cards are significantly strong. The support value
scattered between 0 and 1.2 × 10−3, indicating the parameter
range for MS calibration.

There are three parameters MS, MC, and TS in our
proposedmodel.They jointly determined the number of ARs
(the number of matched IDs) and the accuracy of results. We
need to obtain the optimal combination of three parameters
in order to derive more ARs as well as better accuracy.
Accuracy is defined as the ratio between the number of
ARs meeting all the three validation conditions and the total
number of ARs.

Figure 2 shows how the three parameters influenced the
results. We set TS, respectively, as 2min, 5min, 10min,
and 20min, as shown in Figures 2(a), 2(b), 2(c), and 2(d).
In general, the accuracies of ARs under various parameter
combinations are all very high, with most of them being
over 90%. However, with increase of the number of ARs,
the accuracy of results decreased. In other words, we cannot
achieve the optimal levels of both number and accuracy
simultaneously. To reach an accuracy of 100%, our proposed
approach could at most identify 573 ARs (matched 573 pairs
of SC IDs), with TS = 10min, MS = 0.00055, and MC = 0.4
as marked in Figure 2(c). A too small a value of TS (e.g.,
2min) will reduce the maximum number of ARs because
the metro card and public bicycle card of the same transfer
could be divided into two transactions with high probability.
On the other hand, too big TS (e.g., 20min) could greatly
improve the maximum number of ARs but may introduce
many invalid ARs, thus decreasing the accuracy.

As mentioned above, there are totally 573 metro cards
matched with bicycle cards under the accuracy of 100%. All
the 573 paired cards have satisfied the 3 validation conditions.
To ensure that the matched cards do belong to one person,
we derived each individuals’ trip log and visualized six of
them as Figure 3 shows.The blue solid line segment indicates
metro trip, while the red dashed line segment indicates public

bicycle trip. All the metro trips and public bicycle trips of
24 days are displayed in this plot. The metro-bicycle transfer
behavior of an individual can be easily identified by adjacent
metro and public bicycle trip.

Apparently, Individuals 1, 2, 5, and 6 have a regular trip
pattern. They used public bicycle as a daily first-/last-mile
connection to metro. The majority of their metro trips are
connected with public bicycle trips, showing specific sym-
metries between morning trip chain and afternoon/evening
one. Individuals 3 and 4 are probably not traditional office
workers with routine commutes, but they still take public
bicycle as a good way to address the first-/last-mile prob-
lem.

After matching two cards of the same person, interest-
ing findings of metro-bicycle transfer could be obtained.
Around 2/3 of the transfers betweenmetro and public bicycle
occurred in the peak hours. Figure 4 shows the spatial
analysis of public bicycle trips that connected with metro
trips by peak hours of the day. The plot provides us with a
visual impression of public bicycle trips as a first-/last-mile
connection.

We can find that there are usually several public bicycle
stops within the vicinity of metro stations and the trip
demand is not shared equally among them. Users prefer to
rent bicycles from only one or two of these stations, which
further exacerbates the burden of rebalancing. In zones far
away from themetro station, public bikes even take on longer-
distance connections, for example, in the northern part of
the research area.Themaximum straight-line distance is over
4 km.

Another interesting finding from Figure 4 is that the
first-mile trips during morning peak (7:00∼9:00) have the
same spatial pattern with last-mile trips during evening peak
(17:00∼19:00). It is also true for last-mile trips during the
morning peak and first-mile trips during the evening peak.
This makes sense since people who ride a public bicycle from
home tometro station (first mile) in themorning tend to ride
one frommetro station (last mile) in the evening, and people
who ride a public bicycle from metro station to workplace
(last mile) in the morning tend to ride one back to metro
station (first mile) in the evening.

The results of duration of the metro-bicycle trip chain
are presented in Figure 5, based on the 573 matched cards.
Outliers have been removed since some overlong trips will
overestimate the average trip duration. The outlier is defined
as any data point that is over 1.5 interquartile ranges below the
first quartile or above the third quartile.
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Figure 3: Individual trip log based on matched cards.

We divided metro-bicycle trip chain into metro trip,
transfer, and public bicycle trip. For metro trip with last mile,
the average metro trip time, transfer time and public bicycle
time are respectively 23.59min, 1.71min, and 7.01min. For
metro trip with first mile, public bicycle time, transfer time
and the average metro trip time are respectively 6.80min,
1.75min, and 23.50min. The transfer time is very short,
indicating that the walking distance between the metro
station and bicycle stop is within a reasonable range. The
connection time (public bicycle time and transfer time) takes
around 27% of the total travel time.

When public bicycle was used as a first-mile mode, three
parts of the trip chain in the evening peak are all longer than

morning peak or even nonpeak hours.Thismakes sense since
people have to hurry to work in the morning, but they can
take their time back home in the evening. Counterintuitively,
for both first-mile and last-mile mode, the public bicycle
trip in nonpeak hours is shorter than morning peak. This is
probably because, in rush hours, people are more likely to
spendmuch time on finding an unoccupied slot to return the
bicycle.

Travel patterns comparison between matched public
bicycle SC and unmatched public bicycle SC are shown
in Figure 6. Outliers have also been removed to prevent
overestimating the average trip duration or trip distance.The
results showed that the average trip duration for matched
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Figure 4: Spatial pattern of public bicycle as first-/last-mile solution.

public bicycle SC data is 6.80min, while the average trip
duration for unmatched public bicycle SC data is 10.02min
with 95% of the trip duration being less than 30min, which
is consistent with previous research studies by Zhao et al.
[14]. The average trip distances for matched and unmatched
public bicycle SC data are 0.95 km and 1.03 km, respectively,
indicating the distance of first-mile or last-mile public bicycle
trips is shorter than that of the other public bicycle trips. In
contrast, the average trip distance is 0.99 km in Santander,
Spain [24]. Notably, unmatched public bicycle SC data also
contains first-mile or last-mile trips to connect metro.

5. Conclusions and Recommendations

This research has put forward a novel data fusion method
using association rules mining to match metro and public
bicycle smart cards of the same commuter. We attempt

to match SC IDs from different sources and propose a
validation approach. We calibrated the three key parameters
MS, MC, and TS by demonstrating how they influenced the
number of ARs and the accuracy of results. The validation
process showed that, with increase of the number of ARs,
the accuracy of results decreased. The individual trip log has
also been derived to validate the association rules method
by visualizing individual metro and public bicycle trip of
each day. Based on the matched cards of the same person,
interesting findings of metro-bicycle transfer have been
found, including spatial pattern of public bicycle as first-/last-
mile solution as well as duration of metro trip chain.

Our paper contributes to the state of knowledge by
taking advantage of linked-SC data to analyze metro-bicycle
transfers. We demonstrated that it is possible to match two
cards of the same person based on historical SC data. Our
proposed method successfully matched 573 pairs of smart
cards with an accuracy of 100%, when setting three key
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parameters as TS = 10min, MS = 0.00055, and MC = 0.4.
TS determined the quality of conversion from SC data to
transaction data, because TS is highly related to the metro-
bicycle transfer time. However, even when transfer time is
shorter than time slot (TS), the start time and end time of a
transfer may still fall in two different transactions. Therefore,
properly increasing the TS will help to reduce the rate of
wrong grouping. Although the average transfer time is less
than 1.8min, the optimal TS of the proposed method is
around 10min.

Findings from this study suggest that around 2/3 of
the transfers between metro and public bicycle in Nanjing
occurred during peak hours. Although there are usually
several public bicycle stops aroundmetro station, users prefer
to rent bicycles fromonly one or two of them, which of course
exacerbates the burden of rebalancing. This paper also sheds
light on the duration of the entire metro-bicycle trip chain.
The connection time (public bicycle trip time and transfer
time) takes around 27% of the total metro trip chain in
Nanjing. When public bicycle was used as a first-mile mode,
the trip duration in the evening peak is longer than morning
peak or even nonpeak hours. This finding is consistent with
common sense that people have to hurry to work in the
morning, but they can take their time back home or dinner
in the evening, while for both first-mile and last-mile mode,
the public bicycle trip in nonpeak hours is even shorter than
morning peak. This is probably because of the difficulty to
find an unoccupied slot to return the bicycle during rush
hours.

The proposed approach could be applied to other cities,
where people also use different smart cards for different
transportation modes. However, the parameters (MS, MC,
and TS) in the model should be recalibrated based on actual
SC data of the city. Because the city scale, transportation
modes, and travel behaviors in different cities may greatly
influence the standard of the parameters. There are several
limitations of this study. Firstly, the total number of correctly
matched cards were limited by the historical data. The
dataset used in this research is not huge (only 24 days)
due to the difficulty of obtaining both metro SC data and
public bicycle SC data within the same period. Secondly, the
proposed validation conditions are somewhat strict. This is
because at least one metro-bicycle transfer (or bicycle-metro
transfer) should occur in the remaining 4 days. Only frequent
users of metro-bicycle transfer are likely to be successfully
identified. However, this is the best way we can think of
to validate the results without offense of individual privacy.
More insightful findings about travel behaviors are expected
to be found by harmonizing smart card technology across
different transport modes. Speeding up the process of data
integration and combining different smart cards into one will
not only facilitate the traveler, but also provide data support
for efficient transportation decision making.

Data Availability
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